The Council

The Council Bureau consists of one Chair (Mr. Ban Ki-moon) and two Vice-Chairs (Republic of Korea and Uganda) with terms of two years. The Members of the Council in 2021 are Cote d’Ivoire, Denmark, Fiji, Paraguay, Peru, Qatar, Uganda, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, Republic of Korea, Mr. Ban Ki-moon, Mr. Ariyaratne Hewage, Ms. Pepukaye Bardouille, Ms. Maria Kiwanuka, Mr. Boonam Shin, and the Director-General of GGGI.
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G20 Global Green Growth Institute

G20 Green Growth Institute
Global Operational Priorities and Programmatic Solutions

1. Catalyzing and accelerating access to climate finance/green investments for GGGI’s Members’ public and private sectors
   - Green Investments (green bankable projects, National Financing Vehicles (NFVs), green and climate instruments, carbon-focused engagements)

2. Supporting GGGI’s Members in strengthening policy planning, regulatory frameworks, and institutional capacity to achieve green growth outcomes
   - Climate Action (inclusive green growth plans, long-term low emissions development strategies (LT-LEDS), NDC support, monitoring, reporting, and verification (MRV) system design, climate diplomacy)

3. Achieving a sustainable and circular bioeconomy while securing healthy natural systems
   - Climate Resilient Agriculture (solar irrigation, renewable energy application in agri value chain, resilient cropping practices, resource conservation)
   - Sustainable Forests (REDD+, landscapes financing mechanisms, natural capital markets innovations)
   - Coastal Resilience (mangroves as ecosystem for livelihoods, aquaculture, marine issues - fisheries, flood protection and pollution)

4. Making cities and communities sustainable, livable and resilient, supported through green jobs, services and green infrastructure capital markets innovations
   - Waste Management (circular economies, urban and agricultural waste, wastewater, Fecal sludge management (FSM), waste to resource)
   - Sustainable Mobility (e-mobility, non-motorized transport)
   - Green Buildings (green urban infrastructure norms/standards/policies, energy efficiency in residential & commercial buildings)
   - Solar PV (energy transition access and productive use - solar water pumping, solar PV auctions, rooftop, utility scale plants, storage)

5. Accelerating progress in GGGI’s country programs for poverty eradication and gender equality through the organization’s operations
   - Cross cutting in all programmatic solutions

GGGI supports 39 Members to deliver on the Sustainable Development Goals and the Nationally Determined Contributions to the Paris Agreement.

Based in Seoul, Republic of Korea, GGGI is a treaty-based international, inter-governmental organization that supports developing country governments transition to a model of economic growth that is environmentally sustainable and socially inclusive.

GGGI has a unique in-country presence and prominent role as a neutral, trusted advisor and strategic development partner embedded in Member and partner governments. These advisors are directly engaged with national governments in setting the strategic direction for national program development guided by a Country Planning Framework with the Government.

GGGI’s operating model maximizes the potential to translate green growth strategies and policies (especially economic policies) into green investment plans, mobilizing green finance commitments needed to bolster support for low-carbon and climate-resilient economic development and strong institutional capacity development.

Learn more here:  
https://gggi.org/partners/

Questions and comments on membership may be directed to Head of Governance, Office of the Director-General  
Email: governance@gggi.org

GGGI’s Membership

Membership to GGGI is open to any member state of the United Nations or regional integration organization that subscribes to the objectives of the Institute.

Member States and regional integration organizations become a Member of GGGI on the 30th day after the deposit of their instrument of accession with the Director-General.